INSTRUCTIONS
Follow us on Facebook: fb.com/ArdmorePublicLibrary

1. **Cut** out the paper pattern pieces. 
   **Pin** the pattern to the felt pieces.

2. **Cut** the felt to the shape of the pattern. Trim the stripes to desired shape. You will have 14 pieces total.

3. Take 1 body piece. Use a **felt or whip stitch** to sew the eyes, cheeks, and stripes to the body. Use thread to create the mouth.

4. Sew the tail to the pocket piece using a **felt or whip stitch** near the bottom center.

5. Stack the 2 body pieces and 1 pocket piece so that they’re in line. Use the **blanket stitch** to sew all 3 pieces together. **IMPORTANT**: Do not stitch the bottom closed yet! Leave it open to add stuffing.

6. **Add stuffing.**
   **Blanket stitch** the bottom closed.

---

**STITCH TYPES**

**Felt stitch:**

**Blanket stitch:**
Maker kit: Sew a felt cat
INSTRUCTION SHEET

Includes:
- 1 sewing needle
- 3 pins
- Cream & brown thread
- 4 cream felt
- 1 black felt
- 1 brown felt
- 1 pink felt
- Stuffing

You will need: Scissors